
Stays - Duration/Light Distraction

Now that we have built a solid maintain behavior for sit and down it’s time to add the 
cue “stay”. The hand signal for stay is a flat palm facing the dog, looks like a stop signal 
you would get from a traffic cop. The idea of the hand signal is not to hold it, but to flash 
it when you cue the dog to stay and then use it intermittently to remind the dog that he is 
staying.

Grab a small handful of treats or kibble, get your dog to sit in front of you. When he is 
sitting, flash the hand signal and cue “stay”, immediately “yes” and reward, flash the 
hand signal, “yes” and reward, and repeat while you continually praise until you have an 
empty hand. Do not forget to release your dog with a “free” when he is done working. 
Rest with treats and start again, this time increase the time between the treats. If you 
see your dog begin to get up, give a no reward marker - “uh-uh” - and give the hand 
signal for it, then the hand signal for stay. Make your dog hold the sit for a three or five 
count before marking and rewarding. We do not want our thinking that being reset after 
breaking a stay will earn a reward.

When you have a solid five to ten count between treats you may begin to add some light 
movement. Start with one step to the side, then back to center, then the other side, and 
back to center.... Pair each movement with a hand signal and always treat when you 
come back to center. When you are finished with the sequence remember to release 
your dog with a “free”.

*** Do not practice your recalls and stays together! We do not want a dog that always 
assumes that he will be called to come from a stay. Doing this will ruin your stay 
behavior. ***

Settle - Duration

At this point you should be able to have you dog hold a down on his mat while you sit 
next to him in a chair and if you’ve really been working, eat a meal. Spring is right 
around the corner and you’ll want to be ready for the outdoor cafes! Being able to be 
calm and be bored is an essential skill that often gets neglected. Think about all the 
locations where you need your dog to hang out and wait with you - the vet comes to 
mind first, another is movies in the park.

Proof your dog against movement, food dropping, balls rolling by, other dogs walking 
past, people coming up to you.... the list goes on, get creative!!! Remember to increase 
the rate at which you reinforce your dog when you increase the temptations to break! Be 
fair, be consistent!

Recall

This is the single most important cue you can teach you dog, so let’s make sure that we 
do it right! Baby recalls always start on leash, preferably a six foot leash. We are going 
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to use the dog’s natural want to chase to teach a rock star recall, but you have to help 
by never calling your dog when you are upset or angry or when you know he will not 
come to you - trust me, we will work up to this!

Start with high value food, dog on leash, show him the food and run backwards a couple 
of feet heavily praising him as he runs after you. When he gets to you mark with a “yes!” 
and reward. Repeat this five or six times, resist the urge to say “come!” for these 
repetitions. We need to make sure that the dog will follow and is into the game before 
we name it.

If you’ve been successful and he is totally into the game, you can say “come!” as you 
run backwards, praising heavily and making a huge deal out of chasing you. Do this is 
all directions to keep the dog into the game. When we’ve had another round of 
successful chases, it’s time to add a little distraction. You can either wait for your dog to 
start sniffing something in the environment or recruit a second person to direct the dog’s 
attention away from you. When you dog is not looking at you call him to come - “[dog’s 
name], come!” - and immediately break into that chase game again, mark and reward. 
Repeat! Do a three or four repetitions and then take a break. Practice this whole 
sequence first in a quiet indoor place, then a quiet outdoor place. Resist the urge to 
move too quickly up the distraction scale. Build a solid foundation first!

Loose Leash Walking

We are going to teach loose leash walking by playing a doggie version of red light, 
green light. We have already been rewarding our dogs for offering sits and are going to 
use this to our advantage. Begin by stocking your left hand up with treats, leash in your 
right, and waiting for your dog to offer a sit. When he finally sits, treat him and take one 
step to the right, wait for him to sit. Repeat until he sits readily when you stop. Now you 
may add two steps and begin again. You will gradually add more steps into the 
sequence and begin to walk in a straight line as your dog understands to stop when you 
stop.

Troubleshooting: Each time your dog gets out ahead of you or begins to pull you will 
respond by stopping and waiting for him to sit. When he is sitting you can treat him and 
then begin walking again. You will begin to notice that as you slow down your dog will 
slow down anticipating a sit, this is exactly what we want. We can add a verbal cue to 
that change of pace so that you don’t always have to stop, you can simply cue him to 
check his pace.

When you don’t feel like working on the loose lead cue your dog to “pull” and let him pull 
you. Here we are putting the bad behavior on cue so that it does not mess up the 
training we are doing. “Let’s go!” or “heel” will be your dog’s cue to walk polietly on lead, 
while “pull” or “go sniff” (for potty breaks) let him know that he’s off duty and so are you.

Here is a link to a leash walking video using a 10wk old puppy
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Drop It

For the drop it, get a low level object that your dog will take - a rope, plush toy, etc - 
make sure that it’s something that he will trade up for. Start to play with him and get him 
to grab onto the object, when he has a hold of it - don’t let go!! - with your other hand 
present a high value treat. Make sure that it is near by his nose so that he can smell it. 
When he lets go of the object, mark it with at “yes!”, remove the toy and give him the 
treat. Ask him to sit or down, then reengage in play and repeat.
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